Between religion and pretence
It wasn’t by chance that, exactly in Regensburg, the first capital of Bavaria, less
than sixty kilometers from Inglostad, where Adam Weishaupt, founder of the
Illuminati order of Bavaria, Joseph Ratzinger mentioned Manuel II Paleologus,
Byzantine emperor between 1391 and 1421 that, after having strived all his life to
save what was left of the empire from the unstoppable advance of the Turkish and
finally ceded his powers to his son John VIII, retired in a monastery, where he died
in 1425. Manuel II wrote a treatise about «Procession of the Holy Spirit» and some
dialogs about «Apology against Islam».
This way and from that place, the «Holy Father» of the Church of Rome has
«loyally», through a third party, wanted to express his opinion about Islam and
particularly on the «holy war», naturally without remembering the enormous and
shameful physical, social, politic, economic, and moral violence that since three
thousand years ago first the Hebrews then the Christians committed to eliminate
or convert who though in a different way from them.
And he did it talking of the relation between faith and reason, supporting that only
with reason and without faith things don’t work out, tautologically assuming his
absolute truth to have supremacy, not just as idea and doctrine, but also as
temporal power on peoples and states.
He did it forgetting or pretending to forget what he knows perfectly: the total
invention and falsity of transcendence. And, attempting to reaffirm as true the
numerous historic falsities the Bible and the Gospels tell, he though well to impute
the Muslims of the apology of transcendence, saying, substantially, that it’s them
who believe in a divinity that has already established all that should happen. It’s
like accusing not be accused of fideism. As accusing not to be accused to have
stolen.
This «sovereign pontiff» isn’t different from nearly all those who came before him:
with money and power, they’ve always affirmed, spread and convinced, without
demonstrating anything ever, they symbolized the entity that should have created
everything from nothing. It’s enough to watch what they wear. It’s certainly worth
more than the corps it covers.
So, for thousands of years, according to their belief, Sun turned around Earth. This
is just one, the most unconfessable, of their truths. That’s how they dominated
reality, things and the people’s spirit, offering a solution to fear and pain beyond
this world. This way, to fight for freedom and justice in this world seems more
expensive and useless than to believe in a world beyond this one. Here and now,
their gold and their power; after life, the happiness of who believes in them!
How much desperation this strategy must have caused if, after thousands of years
of lies, people still listen to their words, and they become news, and people still
discuss, not just of relations between reason, science and faith but also about
relations between faiths. And how much sorrow … could have been avoided simply
by saying the truth that almost all heads of all religions know since a long time.
Rotten and violence are present. But not in those who believe, in good faith, and
fight, and sacrifice themselves to improve things. Rotten and violence stand in
those who make people believe in order to maintain their own privileges, their
useless and apparent supremacy. A truth that is starting to merge evidently and
dramatically. Now time has already expired.
Navasthana.
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